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As the basic aspect of language, study of collocation gained a strong theoretical 
and practical significance. This multi-meaning nouns collocation study base on 
language engineering and large-scale real corpus and services for word sense tagging. 
Firstly, referring the Semantic Classification standard of the dictionary of A 
Thesaurus of Modern Chinese Word Sense, to select 257 two-syllable 
People-Category multi-meaning nouns which has 2-5 ranged noun word sense and 
was high frequency used as the object of this study. Then determine the scope of this 
article on the base of sorting out the existing theory about collocation, that is, a 
comprehensive collocation study which concerns both semantic, grammar and the 
pragmatic factors, and to provide form features knowledge for computer to recognize 
the specific meaning of a multi-meaning word in a context, and services for word 
sense tagging, so it includes narrow sense restrict-combination collocations, regular 
collocations and broad sense freedom company collocations, and involves lexical, 
syntactic and pragmatic context. 
Secondly, to build a noun semantic-grammar collocation framework on the 
semantics, syntax and pragmatic features of Chinese nouns, and to extract word sense 
collocation rules on large-scale real corpus and to form a Sense Collocation 
Knowledge Base of nouns selected. 
Thirdly, to make a comprehensive measurement description and analysis of the 
semantics and syntax features of the nouns selected on the base of the former work. 
The following description and analysis was carried out on the perspective of the word 
sense of nouns selected. First, to take an overall study of the People-Category Nouns 
collocation characteristics. Grammatical sequence features include the analysis of 
morphological features of words accompany with the People-Category nouns and 
syntax collocation features of the People-Category nouns. Semantics collocation 

















analyzing. Second, to divide the word sense of the People-Category multi-meaning 
nouns into different group according to the Semantic Classification standard of the 
dictionary of A Thesaurus of Modern Chinese Word Sense and to analyze the 
collocation characteristics of word sense in each group. The following description and 
analysis including word sense collocation characteristics analyzing of nouns that 
contain different semantic category word sense and nouns whose word sense all 
belongs to the People-Category. The former analyzing was carried on according to the 
relationship between different semantic category word sense, the later was small 
grouped and analyzed according to the specific semantic category each word sense 
belongs to. The analyzing comes to the conclusion that, noun, verb and adjective rules 
and corresponding semantic category rules plays a major role in the distinguishing of 
the multi-meaning nouns selected and recognizing the specific meaning of a 
multi-meaning word in context. what’s more, the noun rules and corresponding 
semantic category rules works most in the People-Category noun word distinguishing, 
especially in the People-Category word sense distinguishing. 
Finally, to make a detailed description of the problems in word sense tagging, and to 
analyze the causes from the aspect of the dictionary meaning items and the materials in 
corpus and, to make some improving proposal on word sense definition, dividing and 
recruiting of the traditional Chinese dictionaries and the dictionary of A Thesaurus of 
Modern Chinese Word Sense from the perspective of word sense tagging. 
This study is a traditional linguistics-based and computational linguistics-driven. 
As a multi-meaning nouns collocation study based on language engineering, this type 
of study can promote current collocation study in the process of Language 
Information. In addition, to study the polysemy phenomenon from the perspective of 
computer distinguishing and on the base of large-scale real corpus can provide some 
valuable reference for Chinese traditional Lexical Semantics and Lexicography study. 
This study also promote the study of life-meaning nouns in modern Chinese and the 
definition of People-Category multi-meaning nouns in dictionary. 
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